This beauƟful planet is a home for all of us. The smallest bugs and the biggest
animals have their space in this home. And one way in which we can protect it is by
respecƟng each other's spaces and by being

A Good Guest
Wow! you are
so cute!

by

What do you
think you are
doing over here?

It seems
that the
tourists are
here again!
Who's this?
Stop it!

Help!
Help!

Your cola can
has blocked the
entrance to our
home...
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Yummy!
It's very
tasty.

I am Piu. I've come to
see this beautiful place
with my folks.

...and the
water has
flooded it.

What an
awesome
lunch!

She is not like
others. Maybe we
should ask her to
come over?

I am sorry
friends. I will
clean the place.

Why don't you take
shelter on this leaf.
Here, eat my cake.

These
humans
are crazy.

This place was
absolutely green and
quiet, once. We loved it!

Then, you
humans
invaded our
privacy!

A GOOD GUEST

And developed
it as a tourist
destination.

That's how
development
happens!

It was utter
chaos. Noise!
Dirt!

We have electricity, bridges,
roads. A modern society.

Hah! But to be
used by humans
exclusively. And for
which countless trees
had been cut.

For your weekend resorts, we lost
our permanent homes!
The monstrous mechanical insects
brought down our homes.

You pee, and
poop here. No
toilet training

You are so filthy! There are
empty bottles, plastic bags,
and cans everywhere. Zero
waste management!

Sorry guys! Didn't
realise we caused
such trouble.
Is this how a
good guest
behaves?
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You pollute
the air with
your vehicles.

Few days later...

How
was your
vacation?

Pretty good.
I made many friends, and
learned an important lesson
about visiting places.

Be a good
guest!
What's
that!

elongs
This planet b us...
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